OATAO is an open access repository that collects the work of Toulouse researchers and makes it freely available over the web where possible. This is an author-deposited version published in : http://oatao.univ-toulouse.fr/ Eprints ID : 12280 We present experimental data on the reliability of SU-8 polymer when used as a core material for the integration of microlenses on vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers (VCSELs). The respective effects of a hot and humid environment on structural, mechanical and optical properties of this epoxy resist are investigated. High aspect-ratio SU-8 micropillars are found to keep a good surface morphology and a stable optical transmission, as well as a good adherence on the wafer. Thermal cycling is also studied to check material stability under electro-thermal actuation in SU-8 microopto-electro-mechanical system (MOEMS). These results are of great importance for the collective integration of low-cost SU-8-based passive or active microlens arrays onto VCSELs wafers for optical interconnects and optical sensing applications.
Introduction
Beam shaping is one of the key issues for vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers (VCSELs) integration in highlyminiaturized optical systems and for coupling them to single-mode optical fibers. [1] [2] [3] [4] It is indeed mandatory to associate these laser devices to micro-optical elements to meet most of systems requirements on beam divergence reduction or on beam focusing. 5) Early reports on microoptics association to VCSELs were mainly based on hybrid assembly methods. Nonetheless, these methods require tricky alignment steps and are often not compatible with high density VCSELs arrays. Direct integration of microlenses inside the devices or at their surface was therefore showed to be more efficient and more collective. 6, 7) In particular, polymer-based technologies using SU-8 material at VCSEL surface were proven to lead to simple and low temperature fabrication process. [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] SU-8 is a negative-tone epoxy resist that was first used for MEMS molding and for microfluidics fabrication because it allows for high aspect-ratio patterning at a micrometric scale. 13) This key feature constitutes a great advantage for the precise fabrication of thick transparent pedestals and of associated microlens necessary for VCSEL beam collimation [ Fig. 1(a) ] 11) or for fabricating optical MEMS for dynamic focusing [ Fig. 1(b) ]. 14) One important condition for the future industrial use of such lensed-VCSELs consists in checking reliability in presence of moisture, as it is done for bare VCSELs. [15] [16] [17] In particular, the stability of optical transmission and adherence of SU-8 on the semiconductor wafer has to be verified. SU-8 series resist reliability was already investigated for MEMS applications. This resist was first found to be independent to humidity, provided its polymerization process is fully completed. 18) However, Ali et al. reported that absorption of water in the material can lead to swelling and to a residual strain in SU-8 cantilevers. 19) This phenomenon was also observed by Feng et al. who assumed a reversible mechanism. 20) These authors concluded that the resulting strain can be minimized by applying a drying process. Park et al. led an extensive reliability study on silicon-based MEMS including SU-8 spacers (made of SU-8-2000). 21) Their actuators were submitted to mechanical stresses (shocks and vibrations), to hot and humid storage conditions and to thermal cycling. Storage at 85°C with a relative humidity (RH) of 85% was found to cause SU-8 delaminating at a level that depends on the resist version and on storage duration. Finally, Salm et al. highlighted sensitivity of SU-8 to humid environments (30°C, 95% RH), reporting a decrease of SU-8 adherence on CMOS chips. 22) However, to our knowledge, there is no data available for the last version of the resist for which the formulation was improved in terms of adherence (SU-8 3000 series). Moreover, only few studies were led on SU-8 reliability over long storage durations and none of them considered the dimensions involved for VCSELs beam shaping, neither the evolution of optical properties after aging. To this end, we investigate here the evolution of structural, mechanical and optical properties of 100-µm-thick SU-8 micro-optical structures submitted to hot and humid environment and to thermal cycling.
Experimental methods
To carry out this study, accelerated aging tests were performed using a climatic chamber in which temperature and humidity levels could be real-time controlled with reduced transient times (Vötsch VCL 0010). Thanks to an experimental Taguchi plan, 23) it was possible to lead a comprehensive study including three parameters at three different values (temperature: 33, 50, and 85°C, RH level: 50, 65, and 85% and duration: 100, 500, and 1000 h) while reducing the number of tests conditions (from 27 to 9). As seen in Fig. 2 , the most severe conditions were: 85°C, 95% relative humidity and 500 h, which are the typical aging conditions to check optoelectronic devices reliability for fiber optic telecommunications.
A batch of 10 samples, corresponding to the reference state and to the 9 different aging conditions, was prepared. We have used 4 in. silicon wafers with a thin silicon dioxide layer (thickness ³2.5 µm) deposited at the surface by low temperature plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD), in order to reproduce well the surface of a SiO 2 -passivated VCSEL wafer, onto which we usually integrate our SU-8 static 11) or tunable 12) lens, the thermal properties of GaAs and Si wafers being very close. A similar batch was also fabricated on transparent substrates (Corning Pyrex 7740) and simultaneously aged, to make possible optical transmission measurements. A 100-µm-thick SU-8 layer (SU-8 3050 Microchem™) was deposited on each wafer by standard spin-coating. Cylindrical patterns corresponding to microlens pedestals were then defined with diameters ¤ equal to 50, 100, and 200 µm using photolithography (Fig. 3) . A standard hard-bake (2 min at 125°C) was performed to make sure that complete polymerization was reached. 500-µm-length rectangular patterns with widths W equal to 50, 80, and 100 µm were also included to make possible mechanical tests (shear-tests) on patterns corresponding to lens pedestals and to MOEMS anchors. After fabrication, the samples were successively placed at the center of the climatic chamber. They were then systematically characterized two days after the end of the aging test.
Results and discussion
3.1 Surface characterization SU-8 surface profile was characterized before and after each aging process using an atomic force microscope (AFM; Bruker Dimension 3100). Two areas of 5 © 5 = 25 µm 2 were scanned for each considered pattern. As seen on images measured after aging No. 7 and No. 9 (Fig. 4) , nano-sized bubbles appear randomly at the surface. The origin of these bubbles is not clearly stated. As bubbles distribution is found to systematically vary with the substrate type (silicon or Pyrex), it could be correlated to the large difference of thermal properties between the two kinds of substrates (for example their thermal conductivities: respectively 149 and 1.1 W m ¹1 K ¹1 ) leading to a difference of thermal transients during baking steps on a hot plate. In both cases anyway, bubbles size and density increase with simultaneous increase of temperature and humidity levels, with maximal diameters than can reach locally 60 nm for silicon and 80 nm for Pyrex for the most drastic test (aging No. 9: 85°C, 95% RH, and 500 h). However, it is worth noting that the corresponding average surface roughness remains in all conditions lower than 4 nm (RMS), as seen in Table I . These values remain acceptable for the aimed application.
Optical characterizations
Optical transmission spectra of SU-8 micro-patterns in the visible-NIR spectral range (600-1100 nm) were measured thanks to a FTIR spectrometer equipped with a microscope stage (spatial resolution ³20 µm). Whatever the considered aging test, the variation of polymer transmission was found to be smaller than the measurement error of the set-up used (1%). As seen in Fig. 5 for the case of aging No. 9, SU-8 transmission remains higher than 98% in the VCSEL operation wavelength range, i.e., around 850 nm. Moreover, we have checked that no significant optical diffusion could be measured in the structures despite the presence of the nanobubbles at the surface.
Finally, to evaluate water absorption in SU-8 material, we also measured its absorption spectrum in the MIR spectral range (from 4000 to 600 cm ¹1 ) using attenuated total reflexion (ATR). The ratio of the peaks areas measured respectively in the 3686-3621 cm ¹1 region (corresponding to O-H bonds) and in the 3500-2766 cm ¹1 region (corresponding to C-H bonds) has been compared before and after aging test. We noticed a significant increase of this ratio just after aging: from 1.13 to 2.2 for the highest humidity level. However, it returns rapidly to 1.6 after a short storage in ambient air (less than one day) and to 1.3 after two days in a nitrogen storage box. These results demonstrate that water absorption in SU-8 due to exposition to wet ambient is largely reversible.
Mechanical characterizations
Two adherence tests were used in order to characterize the SU-8/SiO 2 assembly. First, mechanical peeling experiments were performed to measure the propagation of a crack at the interface. 24) An Instron 3367 machine was used at 10 mm/min, and 90°for 1 © 8 cm 2 bands of SU-8. These measurements showed that SU-8 exhibit a very good adherence on SiO 2 : an average minimal peeling force of 6.8 N/cm was indeed obtained; this value being only limited by the used set-up. Secondly, initiation tests were performed as shear-tests on micro-scale patterns. The principle is based on the measurement of the pressure applied to a blade for leading to a lateral delamination of the microstructure [ Fig. 6(a) ]. Adherence forces values extracted from these measurements are reported in Table II for small cylinders  and in Table III for larger rectangular patterns. As seen in Fig. 6(b) , the annular footprint of the released cylinders is clearly visible at the surface, showing that SU-8 adheres more at the pillar periphery than at the rest of the surface. As the ratio periphery-on-surface evolves as 1/R (R being the radius), this bounding effect linked to the periphery is more preponderant in the case of small diameters. We divided the force by the total surface to highlight this size effect (Tables II and III) and to estimate the mechanical shear stress (in MPa). We obtained a higher value for small cylinders (diameter 50 µm) than for larger patterns. In all cases anyway, a value at least higher than 20 MPa was obtained, showing a good stability of the SU-8/SiO 2 mechanical interface. Results are even better after long, hot and humid aging tests. This tends to indicate that there is an incomplete polymerization of the samples at the reference state. Data from mechanical tests were exploited for the analysis of the aging test matrix (Fig. 7) . This study indicates that the most influent factor on adherence evolution is the temperature whatever the considered size, the impact of the others factors variation (RH% and time) being much lower and we account it to an incomplete polymerization at the reference state.
To further explore temperature individual influence, we submitted new samples to positive thermal cycling tests in normal humidity conditions (40%RH). The following thermal steps were applied: 10 min at 20°C, ramp up to 120°C at +10°C/min, 10 min at 120°C and finally decrease at ¹10°C/min down to 20°C for a total cycle duration of 40 min. The maximal temperature chosen here is higher than 85°C and corresponds to the operation conditions of the electro-thermal MOEMS we recently developed for tunable lens integration on VCSELs. 10, 12) The surface structure in this case was found to be close to the one of the reference state (roughness <0.5 nm), confirming that bubbles size and density mainly increase when humidity and heat levels simultaneously increase. Series of 10, 50, and 100 cycles were performed and their respective effect on mechanical shear stress was analyzed. In all these cases, we observed a similar behavior than previously: shear stress remains higher than 20 MPa and increases with tests duration, with a maximum value of 45 MPa for 100 cycles, demonstrating that SU-8 microstructures tolerate well positive thermal cycling.
Conclusions
We have studied the reliability of SU-8 polymer as a functional material for the fabrication of integrated microoptical elements on VCSELs, thanks to aging tests performed in a hot and wet ambient. When increasing temperature and moisture, polymer morphology is found to slightly degrade, with the progressive apparition of "nano-bubbles" at the surface. However, the average surface roughness measured by atomic force microscopy (AFM) remains low: less than 4 nm for the worst case (85°C, 95%RH, 500 h). Optical transmission measured at VCSEL emission wavelength was also checked and found to be not significantly changed. Besides, the analysis of optical absorption in the mid infrared range shows that water absorption occurring in the material is largely reversible. Finally, adherence strength of SU-8 on the substrate was also studied. It is found to be high, with measured shear stresses at least equal to 20 MPa. Due to periphery effects, this adherence stress is even twice higher for patterns dimensions lower than 100 µm, that correspond to those involved in typical lens pedestals or MOEMS anchors that we have recently integrated on VCSELs devices. This study also highlighted a higher sensitivity of adherence evolution to temperature than to humidity level or to test duration. Finally, positive thermal cycling tests performed between 20 and 120°C demonstrate a good mechanical stability of SU8 properties for a use in conditions of electrothermal actuation. Now that SU-8 microstructures reliability for integrated micro-optics is assessed, our future work will concern a more complete study of the reliability of lensedVCSELs devices under laser operation.
